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We are back to our normal publishing schedule with this issue Volume 21/1. This time we have a real mix-
ture of material, hopefully you will find something of interest. Don't forget that some articles have multiple 
HTML pages ('click' on the next buttons) and that one should click on any thumbnail pictures to load a larger 
copy.     
 
As usual we have to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their photos and other 
material in this issue, in particular the following - Andre Hummel, Jim Grant, Ross Moorhouse and Neil 
Eddy, Mick Mirkovic, Alan Yee, Clarke Cone, DOD, AWM & the AHMWA. Obviously I also am grateful to 
Gary Byk from Red Roo, Phillipe Listermann and Matt Ward for the review material. Don't forget that all 
photos credited to these individuals are subject to copyright and cannot be reproduced without written per-
mission. 
 
 
Well that's it from me until next issue 21/2 in a few months. Don't forget that all and any contributions to this 
publication are always welcomed and can be sent to the editorial address at the bottom of the page. 

 
 
 
Steve Mackenzie - Editor 
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The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch, 
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts de-
voted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling.  The club 
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when 
the meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday.  Meetings start at 1:00 PM 
and are held at 
 
       Ryde City Bowling Club 
       Blaxland Road 
       Top Ryde NSW 

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competi-
tions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for peo-
ple of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling. 
        
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040 or 
write to : 
       IPMS New South Wales 
       c/o P.O. Box 949 
       Glebe NSW  
       Australia  2037 

History 
 
During the Second World War, the Royal Navy developed a require-
ment for specialised anti-submarine warfare (ASW) aircraft. To fulfil 
the shortfall, modified aircraft such as the Swordfish and Grumman 
Avenger were used for ASW duties. Post WWII, the Royal Navy re-
quested a specialised airframe be developed through the require-
ment GR.17/45, and the Fairey Gannet and Blackburn B-54 were 
proposed. The Gannet was chosen for production, and the prototype 
flew in 1949. Ten years after the initial specification, the Fairey Gan-
net reached the active fleet, in service with HMS Illustrious, HMS Ark 
Royal and HMS Eagle. Eventually, 255 of the up-rated version 
(Gannet AS Mk4) were delivered. The Gannet was also the first pro-
peller-turbine powered aircraft to make a deck landing. 
 
Most of the development period was spent resolving issues with the 
Double Mamba engines, which drove two contra-rotating propellers 
through a common gearbox. The ASMD.1 engines (2,950hp) were 
used in the AS.1, ASMD.3 engines (3,145hp) in the AS 4, and 
ASMD.4 (3,875hp) in the AEW 3 variant. The Double Mamba engine 
could be set to cruise mode with one of the engines stopped to con-
serve fuel and extend endurance. The engines could run on kero-

sene, "wide-cut" turbine fuel or naval diesel fuel, which allowed the 
Navy to eliminate petrol from carrier operation, and conserve fuel for 
jet operations. A secondary advantage of the contra-rotating propel-
lers was that when using only one engine for long-range cruise, no 
asymmetric problems were encountered. 
 
The T-2 trainer which was developed from the AS-1 and fitted with 
dual controls, commenced production in February 1955. 
 
In 1958, the first prototype of the Gannet AEW Mk3 reached the 
fleet, fulfilling the need for an airborne early warning aircraft. The 
Mk3 incorporated major re-design including a new fuselage and 
longer undercarriage to allow for a AEW radome. The AEW Gannet 
went on to serve till 1978, when it was finally phased out and re-
placed with the AEW Sea King. 
 
Operators 
 
United Kingdom – A total of 348 Gannets was built for the Royal 
Navy, of which 44 were AEW.3s. Production was shared between 
Fairey's factories at Hayes (Middlesex) and Stockport/Ringway (near 
Manchester). 

���������	�
�����

by Ryan Hamilton 
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Fairey Gannet AS Mk.1, 724 Sqn RAN, '302', XA330, 1960 
Overall Sky and Extra Dark Sea Grey colour scheme. Spinner is Yellow and Red, all serials, 'NAVY' titles etc are in Black. The HMAS Mel-
bourne ship code has now been changed to “M”, and the latest 'Kangaroo' style roundels applied. 

Fairey Gannet AS Mk.1, 724 Sqn RAN, '435', WN458, 1953/54 
Overall Sky and Extra Dark Sea Grey colour scheme. Spinner is Yellow and Red, all serials (including last two '35' on wheel doors), 'NAVY' ti-
tles etc are in Black. The “B” denotes that this aircraft was training out of RNAS Culdrose, UK, before the HMAS Melbourne was ready to sail 
back to Australia. 

Fairey Gannet AS Mk.1, 724 Sqn RAN, '431', XA333, 1958 
Overall Sky and Extra Dark Sea Grey colour scheme. Spinner is Yellow and Red, all serials, 'NAVY' titles etc are in Black. The HMAS Mel-
bourne ship code was initially “Y”. This scheme later carried Kangaroo roundels on the fuselage. 
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Australia –The Royal Australian Navy operated 31 AS1, one AS4, and 
four T2 between 1955 and 1967. 
 
Indonesia - Indonesia used 14 Gannet AS4 submarine hunters and 
two Gannet T5 trainers. This one is on display in the Armed Forces 
Museum in Jakarta 
 
Germany - The German Federal Republic's Kreigsmarine flew 15 AS-
4 and a T-2 trainer aircraft. 
 
Gannet Variants 
 
Gannet AS 1: Three-seat anti-submarine version (180 aircraft were 
built). 
 
Gannet T 2: Training version of the Gannet AS 1, entering service in 
1955 (35 aircraft were built). 
 
Gannet AEW 3: Airborne early warning aircraft for the Royal Navy, 
entering service in 1958/1959 (44 aircraft were built).  
 
Gannet AS 4: Three-seat anti-submarine version, with improved per-
formance from a more powerful engine (82 aircraft were built).  
 
Gannet T 5: Training version of the Gannet AS 4 trainer (eight aircraft 
were built). 
 
Gannet COD 4: AS 4 Gannets modified to operate as cargo/
passenger transport aircraft. 
 
Gannet AS 6: Small number of Gannet AS 4s fitted with new radar 
and electronics. 
 
Gannet ECM 6: Electronic countermeasures version, operating from 
shore stations. 
 
 
Technical Data  
 
General Characteristics  
 
Crew: Three  
 
Length: 43 ft (13.11 m)  
 
Wingspan: 54 ft 4 in (16.57 m)  
 
Height: 13 ft 9 in (4.18 m)  
 
Powerplant: 1 × Armstrong Siddleley Double Mamba ASMD.3 Turbo-
prop - 3,145 hp (2,346 kW)  
 
Performance  
 
Maximum speed: 310 mph (478 km/h)  
 
Range: 622 miles (995 km)  
 
Service Ceiling: 25,000 ft (6,700 m)  
 
Rate of Climb: 310 ft/min (11.2 m/s)  
 
Armament  
 
Up to 2,850 lb (1,300 kg) of stores, including bombs, depth charges, 
2x torpedoes (carried internally), or 16x 60 lb (26 kg) rockets  
 
Cost  
 
£142,000 UK Pounds  

Gannets on board HMAS Melbourne. Photo:RAN 

Two photos of RAN Gannets operating from HMAS Mel-
bourne with her initial ship code was of “Y”. Photos: RAN via 
AWM. 
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Fairey Gannet AS Mk.1, 816 Sqn RAN, '833', XG785, 1960 
Overall Sky and Extra Dark Sea Grey colour scheme. Spinner is Yellow and Green, all serials, 'NAVY' titles etc are in Black. The HMAS Mel-
bourne ship code has now been changed to “M”, and the latest 'Kangaroo' style roundels applied. 

Fairey Gannet AS Mk.1, 816 Sqn RAN, '422', XA331, 1954 
Overall Sky and Extra Dark Sea Grey colour scheme. Spinner is Yellow and Green, all serials, 'NAVY' titles etc are in Black. The “B” denotes 
that this aircraft was training out of RNAS RNAS Culdrose, UK, before the HMAS Melbourne was ready to sail back to Australia. 

Fairey Gannet AS Mk.1, 816 Sqn RAN, '424', XA329, 1958 
Overall Sky and Extra Dark Sea Grey colour scheme. Spinner is Yellow and Green, all serials, 'NAVY' titles etc are in Black. The HMAS Mel-
bourne ship code was initially “Y”. 
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In Royal Australian Navy Service 
 
In 1951, the Australian Government ordered 40 Fairy Gannet aircraft, 
along with Sea Venom’s to be used on the then new aircraft carrier 
HMAS Melbourne. The order was subsequently reduced to 31 AS1, 
one AS4, and four T2. Thirty Gannets were to be delivered in 1955 
when the Melbourne was due to sail to Australian, but delays with the 
Melbourne meant that the Gannets and Sea Venoms trained for sev-
eral months from RNAS Culdrose, Cornwall, UK. An additional two 
airframes were received in 1957, and another ten in 1958.  
 
Gannets were flown by the Royal Australian Navy from May 1955 until 
1967 in four different RAN, Fleet Air Arm squadrons, these being: 
 
*  No 724 Squadron RAN – Reformed on 1st June 1955 as an Opera-
tional Flying Training School, conducting fixed wing conversion 
courses. 724 Sqn flew Gannets along side of Sea Venoms, Sea Vam-
pires, Wirraways, Sea Fury’s, Firefly’s, and Sycamores. In 1958, all 
Gannets were transferred to 725 Sqn. 
 
*  No 725 Squadron RAN – Reformed in 1958, 725 Sqn conducted 
Fleet Requirements and Communication duties, with Gannets, Da-
kota’ s, Auster Autocar, Firefly’s and Sea Fury’s. Gannets serviced till 
1961 till they were replace with Wessex helicopters. 
 
*  No 816 Squadron RAN – Recommissioned on the 15th of August 
1955, 816 Sqn flew Gannets from RNAS Culdrose, Cornwall, UK till 
HMAS Melbourne was read to return to Australia in March 1956. Gan-
nets fulfilled the ASW role on the Melbourne till August 1967, when 
the Gannets were replaced with Grumman Trackers. 
 
*  No 817 Squadron RAN. – Like 816 Sqn, 817 Sqn recommissioned 
on the 15th of August 1955, and flew Gannets from RNAS Culdrose, 
Cornwall, UK till HMAS Melbourne returned to Australia in February 
1956. Gannets served till 1958 when 817 Sqn was decommissioned, 
and all remaining Gannets were transferred to 816 Sqn. 
 
The RAN used the AS Mk 1/4 aircraft from HMAS Melbourne, and the 
shore based HMAS Albatross near Nowra NSW. Three T Mk 2 air-
craft were purchased and one of the Mk 1 AS were converted to the T 
Mk 2 standard. A further three RAN Gannets were converted to T Mk 
5 standard and a further 13 were modified to the AS Mk 4 standard as 
part of an extension of life program. 
 
With the exception of the many accidents and mishaps the Gannet 
experienced during its service career, little has been documented 
about this type. While serving from the HMAS Melbourne, the Gannet 
was deployed to Hawaii, the Philippines, Singapore, Hong Kong, Ma-
laysia, New Zealand, Pacific Islands, Japan, and Indonesia. In April 
1963, a Gannet piloted by Lieutenant A.E. Gill made the 20,000th 
landing on the HMAS Melbourne. In 1965, Gannets on board the 
HMAS Melbourne escorted the Fast Troop Transport ship HMAS Syd-
ney to Vietnam for the first time, and repeated the voyage twice in 
1966. 
 
Unfortunately for the RAN, the Royal Navy started to withdrawn the 
Gannet from service in 1958, just four years after it had entered serv-
ice with the Royal Australian Navy. This placed unforeseen pressures 
on training and spares, which mostly came from the Royal Navy. The 
introduction of the Wessex in 1961 delayed the retirement of the Gan-
net till it was finally replaced with the Grumman Tracker in 1967.   
 
An interesting note – the Tracker entered service with the US Navy 
just fourteen months after the Fairy Gannet entered service with the 
Royal Australian Navy. 
 
 
 

 

Left: 3 & 4 - Two photos of RAN Gannets operating from 
HMAS Melbourne. Photos: RAN via AWM. 

Left: 1 & 2 - RAN Gannets training out of RNAS Culdrose, 
UK, before the HMAS Melbourne was ready to sail back to 
Australia. Photos: RAN via AWM. 
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Fairey Gannet AS Mk.1, 816 Sqn RAN, '860', XA334, HMAS Albatross, 1968 
Overall Sky and Extra Dark Sea Grey colour scheme. Spinner has changed to “Bubblebee” Yellow and Black pattern, all serials, 'NAVY' titles 
etc are in Black. Standard “NW” code denotes this aircraft is operated from HMAS (NAS) Albatross and not HMAS Melbourne. 

Fairey Gannet AS Mk.1, 816 Sqn RAN, '858', XG796, 1962 
Overall Sky and Extra Dark Sea Grey colour scheme. Spinner is Yellow and Green, all serials, 'NAVY' titles etc are in Black. Larger “M” code 
on the tail. 

Fairey Gannet AS Mk.1, 816 Sqn RAN, '859', XA331, 1964 
Overall Sky and Extra Dark Sea Grey colour scheme. Spinner is “Bubblebee” pattern Yellow and Green, all serials, 'NAVY' titles etc are in 
Black. Standard “M” code on the tail. 
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Serials 
 
Aircraft Serial              RAN Codes                     Type 
 
WN456                        433/312/811/884/815      AS.1 
WN457                        436/310/816                    AS.1 
WN458                        435/314/434/313             AS.1 
WN459                        434/313                           AS.1 
XA326                        432/311/825/880/853       AS.1 
XA327                        426/305/880/852              AS.1 
XA328                        425/304/827                     AS.1 
XA329                        424/973/829/814/819       AS.1 
XA330                        423/302/882                     AS.1 
XA331                        422/301/824/859              AS.1 
XA332                        421/300                            AS.1 
XA333                        431/310                            AS.1/T.2 
XA334                        308/313/832/860              AS.1 
XA343                        307/881                            AS.1 
XA350                        316/881/817                     AS.1 
XA351                        831/816                            AS.1 
XA356                        829                                   AS.1 
XA359                        315/303/306/309              AS.1 
XA389                        303/880/814                     AS.1 
XA403                        311                                   AS.1 
XA434                        830/810/846                     AS.1 
XA436                        306                                   AS.1 
XA514                        878/854                            T.2 
XA517                        876/855                            T.2 
XD898                        826/811/847                     AS.1 
XG784                        810/811/882                     AS.1 
XG785                        833/813                            AS.1 
XG787                        818/828                            AS.1 
XG789                        811/841                            AS.1 
XG791                        812                                   AS.1 
XG792                        813                                   AS.1 
XG795                        813/826/811/814/815       AS.1 
XG796                        812/882/858                     AS.1 
XG825                        813/843                            AS.1 
XG826                        810/813/817                     AS.1 
XG888                        871                                  T.2 
 
 
Attrition  
 
1) 10/11/55 – WN459 - 817 Sqn, crashed in sea near Isle of Wright, 
UK.  
2) 17/06/58 – XA436 – 816 Sqn, ditched in the sea off HMAS Mel-
bourne.  
3) 30/01/59 – XA332 - 816 Sqn, crashed Miranda Sydney. Tail as-
sembly failed in flight after just been accepted from HdH at Bank-
stown after service.  
4) 15/10/59 – WN458 - 725 Sqn, crashed after failed to maintain 
height on single engine landing at RANAS Nowra.  
5) 30/03/60 - XA356 - 816 Sqn, crashed on landing on HMAS Mel-
bourne. The Gannet sank on approach and struck round-down, port 
main-plane sheared off at root and aircraft came to rest on it side.  
6) 09/05/60 – XA359 - 816 Sqn, ditched off HMAS Melbourne after a 
single engine failure on being catapulted and ditched ahead of the 
ship.  
7) 30/02/61 – XA330 – 725 Sqn, crashed at RNAS Albatross, Nowra 
NSW. Pilot letf the undercarriage down during a single engine fly-
past, when the aircraft stalled and landed in trees at the bases pe-
rimeter.  
8) 16/03/63 – XA350 - 816 Sqn, ditched off HMAS Melbourne near 
Manus Island. Flight control lost after engine relight.  
9) 25/04/63 – WN457 – 816 Sqn, ditched when port engine exploded 
after catapult launch from HMAS Melbourne.  
10) 02/02/65 – XG792 - Ditched off HMAS Melbourne near Kiama 
NSW. Both Engines failed after launch.  
11) 23/03/65 – WN456 - 816 Sqn, ditched off HMAS Melbourne. On 
landing on HMAS Melbourne the Gannet caught number 4 wire, when 
the hook broke and A/C trickled off angled flight deck and went into 
sea.  
12) 24/02/66 – XG796 - 816 Sqn, crashed whilst carrying out his first 
night deck arrested landing on HMAS Melbourne. Reacted to a wave 
off to late, and caught No. 6 wire and came to a stop hanging over the 
port side by the wire. Aircraft was subsequently ‘cut free’ and dropped 
into sea near Jervis Bay NSW  
13) 06/67 – XA334 – 816 Sqn, single engine failure on catapult 

launch. The pilot declared an emergency and obtained permission to 
jettison all weapons. The aircraft flaps were still in the “take off” con-
figuration and the rocket blast blew off both outboard flaps and se-
verely damaged the remaining flaps. This caused a higher than nor-
mal landing speed, the arrestor hook failed to pick up a wire and air-
craft crashed into safety barrier. The aircraft was deemed to be “un-
economical” to repair.  
 
Camouflage and Markings 
 
Unfortunately all Gannets in FAA service wore the standard camou-
flage scheme of a Sky and Extra Dark Sea Grey upper surfaces. 
Variations in the spinner colour relate to the squadron, that operated 
the airframe. The aircraft number was generally carried on the nose 
and the ship code on the tail. The size and font of these varied 
throughout its service. Roundels are carried in the standard six posi-
tions (underwing ones are not shown on the profiles). 
 
Cockpit – Night black 
Undercarriage and wheel wells – Sky 
Bomb bay – Sky 
 

Two photos of RAN Gannets operating from HMAS (NAS) 
Albatross at Nowra. Photos: RAN via AWM. 
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Fairey Gannet T Mk.2, 724 Sqn RAN, '871', XG888, HMAS Albatross, 1960s 
Each Gannet squadron had a trainer version assigned. All over Silver with Yellow training bands. Spinner is striped Red and Yellow, all serials, 
'NAVY' titles etc are in Black. Larger “NW” code on the tail. 

Fairey Gannet AS Mk.1, 816 Sqn RAN, '882', XG784, HMAS Albatross, 1968 
Overall Sky and Extra Dark Sea Grey colour scheme. Spinner is the original Yellow and Green pattern, all serials, 'NAVY' titles etc are in Black. 
The “NW” code is smaller and higher up on the tail. 

Fairey Gannet T Mk.2, 816 Sqn RAN, '876', XA517, HMAS Albatross, 1960s 
Each Gannet squadron had a trainer version assigned. All over Silver with Yellow training bands. Spinner is the original Yellow and Green pat-
tern, all serials, 'NAVY' titles etc are in Black. 
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Left and Page 9 lower : Two photos of RAN 
Gannets operating from HMAS Melbourne 
with the larger style of tail code "M". Photos: 
RAN via AWM. 

Two photos of RAN Gannet '858', serial 
XG796, operating from HMAS Melbourne in 
1962. Photos: RAN via AWM. 
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Kits 
 
1/48 
 
Dynavector Fairey Gannet AS Mk.1/4  - Vacform with white metal – 
This is a lovely Vacform model, and highly recommended for anyone 
wanting to try building vacforms for the first time. The rugged plastic 
and easy construction allows the modeller to enhance the model with 
wing folds or opening the bomb bay. Additional parts are provided for 
the trainer version. Decals are provided for Royal Navy and German 
Navy examples. 
 
Classic Airframes - Fairey Gannet AS Mk.1/4 & AEW 3 – Due for 
release in 2007. 

�������������
�����

By Ryan Hamilton 

Photos: Dynavector two photos to right 
             Classic above and below. 
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Kits 
 
1/72 
 
Frog (also Chematic, Eastern Express, Novo, PYS and Revell) – 
First Gannet release and now is showing its age. Although the shape 
was good, this model had no cockpit detail, and undercarriage was 
basic. After-market accessories brought this model up to an accept-
able standard. 
 
Trumpeter - Fairey Gannet AS Mk.1/4 – Mainstream injection 
moulded kit. Recent release, this model comes with recessed panel 
lines, landing flags in the deployed position, and extendable radar. 
Decals are provided for 768 Sqn RNAS Culdrose 1957, 820 Sqn HMS 
Bulwark 1956, and MF+G3 West German Navy 1960. 
 
Trumpeter - Fairey Gannet T Mk.2 – As per the above model, radar 
has been deleted and addition fairing for the nose. Decals are for 
Royal Navy Trainers only.  
 
Magna Models - Fairey Gannet AEW 3 (Kit No. 2272)– Resin model 
with white metal parts - currently out of production and may be difficult 
for locate. 
 
Czechmaster Resin - Fairey Gannet AS.1/AS.4/T.2/C OD.4. Before 
the recent release of the Trumpeter Gannet, the Czechmaster Resin 
Gannet would have been the pick for 1/72 scale Gannets. Very re-
fined resin part build into a very nice model. The Czechmaster re-
lease allows for several versions of the Gannet to be built and the 
decal sheet included markings for Royal Navy, Australian, Germany 
and Indonesian Gannets. 
 
Revell - Fairey Gannet AS Mk.1/4 – Due for release in 2007, new 
moulds. 
 
1/144 
 
Welsh Models - Fairey Gannet AEW 3 (Kit No. WHPJW16)– 
Vacform model with white metal parts. 
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After-market 
 
1/48 
 
Airwaves – 48093 - Fairey Gannet wingfold set (designed to be used 
with the Dynavector kits). 
 
1/72 
 
Aeroclub - Fairey Gannet AEW.3 conversion. Vac fuselage and white 
metal parts (designed to be used with the FROG, Novo, Revell etc kits). 
 
Aeroclub - Fairey Gannet A1/4 update set. White metal parts for under-
carriage, cockpit, and propellers (designed to be used with the FROG, 
Novo, Revell etc kits). 
 
Falcon - Fleet Air Arm Set 19 – Fifteen canopies for Royal Naval Air-
craft, including Fairey Gannet (designed to be used with the FROG and 
Novo kits).  
 
Airwaves - 72170 - Fairey Gannet cockpit set (designed to be used 
with the FROG, Novo, Revell etc kits). 
 
Airwaves –  72204 - Fairey Gannet wingfold set for ASW and AEW 
versions (designed to be used with the FROG, Novo, Revell etc kits). 
Basically same as 48093 above. 
 
Airwaves – 72205 - Fairey Gannet undercarriage wheel wells and main 

undercarriage doors (designed to be used with the Chematic, Eastern 
Express, FROG, Novo, PYS and Revell etc kits). 
 
Airwaves – 72212 - Fairey Gannet under-carriage wells and main un-
der-carriage doors (designed to be used with the FROG, Novo, Revell 
etc kits). 
 
Pavla Models – PM7255 - Gannet AS Mk.1/4 resin cockpit set 
(designed to be used with the Trumpeter kits). 
 
Czechmaster Resin - CMR-DS01 - Fairey Gannet AS.1 Folding Wings 
detail set for the Fairey Gannet AS.1/AS.4 Czechmaster kit CMK/CMR. 
A complete six-part wing is included.  
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Decals 
 
Red Roo Decals (1/72) – RRD 7248 
 
Fairey Gannet ASMk 1 XD898, 847, 816 SQN RAN, HMAS Mel-
bourne, 1960's. Aircraft is in the standard Extra Dark Sea Grey / Sky 
Type S scheme. 
  
Fairey Gannet AS Mk 1 XG796, 858, 816 SQN RAN, HMAS Mel-
bourne, 1960's. Also in the standard EDSG/Sky scheme. 
 
Fairey Gannet T Mk 2, XA517, 724 SQN RAN, RANAS Nowra, 
1960's. This aircraft is in all over Aluminium Lacquer scheme with 
yellow rear fuselage and wing bands. 
 
Model Alliance (1/72, 1/48) – MA 72121 or MA 48121 - HMS Ark 
Royal Air Wing Selection  - Decals for 9 aircraft : 
 
Gannet AEW Mk 3 041/R 849 NAS 1970 plus the following other 
types 
Sea Venom FAW 2 (2) WW150 353/O 890 NAS black/yellow check 
tip tanks & WW140 436/O 891 NAS 1956. 
 
Whirlwind HAS Mk 3 XG572 971 Ships Flight. 
 
Sea Hawk FGA Mk 6 (2) XE385 109/R 800 NAS 1957 & XE608 470/R 
898 NAS 1957. All above Ex Dk Sea Grey/Sky. 
 
Buccaneer S Mk 1 XN928 119/R 801 NAS 1964 Overall white. 
 
Sea Vixen FAW 1 XJ559 007/R 890 NAS 1964.  
Scimitar F Mk 1 (2) XD276 100/R and XD280 104/R both 800 NAS Ex 
Dk Sea Gey/white. 
 
Skyraider AEW Mk I 419/R 849 NAS 1958 overall gloss sea blue. 
 
Sea King (2) HAS Mk 1 XV850 55/R 1970 & HAS Mk 2 XZ577 52/R 
1974. Both 824 NAS overall RAF Blue grey. 
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Decals 
 
Extra Decals (1/72) – X72-070 – Decals for 10 aircraft : 
 
AS Mk 1 XD898 826/M 816 Sqn RAN HMAS Melbourne 1960. 
 
AS Mk 1 WN456 884/NW 724 Sqn RAN Nowra 1960. 
 
AS Mk 1 XA457/347 825 Sqn RNAS Culdrose 1957. 
 
AS Mk 4 XA414 C/236 810 Sqn HMS Centaur 1960. 
 
AS Mk 4 XA466 LM/777 HQ Flt 849 Sqn RNAS Lossiemouth 1977 
red/blue roundels. 
 
AS Mk 4 XA321 O/293 HQ Flt 815 Sqn HMS Ark Royal 1956. 
 
ECM Mk 6 XG798/277 831 Sqn RNAS Culdrose 1963. All above are 
Extra Dk Sea Grey/Sky. 
 
COD MK 4 XA454 FOAC 3/V HMS Victorious 1964. 
 
COD MK 4 XA454 H/264 A Flt 849 Sqn HMS Hermes 1964. 
 
COD MK 4 XG790 R/040 B Flt 849 Sqn HMS Ark Royal. Above COD 
a/c all overall RAF Blue/Grey BS633. 
 
T MK 5 XG882 CU/450 HQ Flt 849 Sqn RNAS Culdrose 1964. 
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by Ross Moorhouse and Neil Eddy 

These photos where taken by both myself and Neil Eddy on Sunday 
the 18th Feb 2007. 
 
We would like to thank The Australian National Aviation Museum, lo-
cated at Moorabbin Airport Melbourne Victoria for having this great 

aeroplane on display and allowing people to get up and very personal 
with it. 
 
General Views: 
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Undercarriage detail views 
 
(Next Page on) 
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Weapons Bay views: 
 
Thanks to Ross Moorhouse for graciously giving us permission to repro-
duce his walkaround photos and Ryan Hamilton for making the arrange-
ments (Editor). 
 
More of Ross's walkaround photos on various subjects can be found at 
his website 'http://rosssmodels.hobbyvista.com' - highly recommended. 
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Aberdeen Proving Grounds in the United States tested most captured 
Axis etc vehicles during and after WW.II to ascertain their perform-
ance characteristics for Intelligence purposes. As AFV modellers 
would be well aware, many of these vehicles have been on outside 
display at the Ground's museum for many years, this being the 
source for measurement of many of them as reference for kits that 
have been released over the years.  
 
 Last issue we had a look at a 40mm Twin Bofors which is held 
amongst the Museum's collection. Another  
similar Russian/Soviet Twin 37mm Anti-Aircraft Gun B-47 Model 1948 
appears in the first set of photos here. For reference further photos of 
one of these units can be found at 'http://www.thetankmaster.com/
ENGLISH/AFV/37mmB47_1.asp'. 
 
 During WW.II the Russians also manufactured their own version of 
the standard 37mm single Bofors. A number of these guns were cap-
tured and used by the Germans under the designation 3,7cm Flak 
M39a(r). Our first set of pictures shows one of these guns. 

Clark Cone has generously agreed to allow our club members to ac-
cess these photos for their personal use, and for our club to post 
them as reference files in our publication 'in Miniature', with appropri-
ate photo credits being acknowledged. 
 
 All of these photos are the copyright of Clark Cone of North Carolina, 
USA and may not be sold or distributed without his written authorisa-
tion.  
 
The rule shown in some photos to give scale is 2' overall, with one 
half divided into 6" and 1" segments. 
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by Clark Cone 
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Two photos of the official handover ceremony at Laverton of the first two airframes A94-101 and A94-901 in August 1954 (click for 
the 2nd photo). No prizes for guessing who the bigwig giving the speech is.....Photos: RAAF 

In Part 1 of this series on the C.A.C Sabre (in issue 20/4), all of the air-
frames drawn were the later Mk.31/32, with the extended leading edge 
wing extension, (known as the 6-3 wing) and the small fixed wing fence 
at 70% span on each wing. They also all had the later, more common 
style of gun bay fairings. 
 
The original style of gun bay fairing panel had a simple hinged door 
which covered the elliptical shaped opening where the shells exited the 
fuselage. The door, which only hinged opening during firing (it was 
closed otherwise) was seen on early production airframes (including 
A94-915 and 922 which were used for the Firestreak Missile trials- see 
issue 20/3). This arrangement however caused problems, as the door 
could jam in the closed position (very embarassing when it happened 
during firing of the guns). 
 
The doors were soon removed to leave just the elliptical shaped open-
ing. This was seen on all Mk.30 and many if not all Mk.31s as built. Dur-
ing early test firings of the 30mm cannon however, evidence was found 
of structural failure in the rear part of the gun bays. After investigation it 
was found that reinforcement was necessary in the structure adjoining 
the gun bay to enable it to withstand the recoil of the cannons. This later 
style was quickly retrofitted to most if not all machines and is seen in 
the vast majority of photos. 
 
In this Part 2 of the series, I am going to concentrate on colour schemes 
for the early airframes with the elliptical shaped gun ports and/or the 
original style of wing fitted with leading edge slats, as very few photos 
seem to get into print showing these features. The change to a model to 
incorporate these features is not great, the major one would be in 
sourcing slatted wings from another kit (F-86A, E or early F model) suit-
able to replace those in the CAC Sabre kit you are using. 
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by Steve Mackenzie 
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C.A.C CA-26 Sabre Prototype, A94-101, at ARDU, Laverton, 1953/54. 
This scheme is overall Nat Metal finish (not painted), with a matt Black anti-glare panel and a Light Grey fin tip and nose ring. Serials plus the 
'P' prototype marking (note that this was originally not carried) are Black, as is the C.A.C emblem either side of the vertical tail fin. Standard 
RAAF roundels in six positions plus 'upright' fin flashes. Currently marked as above and displayed at the RAAF Museum, Point Cook. 

Two photos of A94-101 during it's flight trials (reputedly in 
Aug 1953). Photos: AHMWA P991373 and P991374. 

C.A.C CA-26 Sabre Prototype, A94-101, (Instructional Airframe No.1), RSTT, RAAF Wagga Wagga, 1960s. 
Scheme is overall Silver finish (matt painted), with a matt Black anti-glare panel and a Light Grey fin tip and nose ring. Serials plus the 'P' proto-
type marking and the 'Inst Sabre No.1' and 'Sabre No.1' titles are Black. Standard RAAF roundels in six positions plus 'upright' fin flashes. The 
emblem on the tail is the centrepiece of the RSTT badge. Currently held by RAAF Museum, Point Cook. 

Into Production 
 
The prototype Avon-Sabre, A94-101, designated the CA-26, first flew 
on Ausust 3rd, 1953, piloted by Flt Lt Bill Scott. It was powered by an 
imported Rolls-Royce Avon and the first production aircraft, A94-901, 
designated CA-27, which followed on July 13th 1954, was similarly 
powered. Subsequent aircraft had engines built under licence by C.A.
C. 
 
After trials and public ceremonies, it went to ARDU on 14/04/55. A94-
901 was transferred to RSTT Wagga Wagga (RAAF School Technical 
Training) as Instructional Airframe No.1 on 25/08/57 and stayed there 

until 06/1975. It was eventually transferred to Point Cook on 08/11/76 
as an instructional airframe and then acquired by the RAAF Museum. It 
is now on static display at the Museum at Point Cook VIC. 
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When A94-101 was with RSTT Wagga Wagga (RAAF School Techni-
cal Training) as Instructional Airframe No.1,it carried markings to that 
effect on the rear fuselage and 'Sabre No.1' on the nose. These mark-
ings were still on the airframe when it was eventually retired and trans-
ferred to Point Cook. While at RSTT Wagga Wagga, it also carried a 
rendition of the unit's badge centrepiece on the vertical tail fin (see 
photo and drawing). This was removed when it went to Point Cook. At 
some stage after the initial trials at ARDU, the airframe was also 
painted matt overall Silver finish as per other C.A.C Sabre airframes. 
 
<P align=justify>See main text last issue for notes on roundel sizes and 
other standard colouring details on all airframes in this series of C.A.C 
Sabre articles. 
 
 

 
 

A94-101 at RSTT Wagga Wagga. Photo: AHMWA P921404.   Drawing above is the RSTT RAAF Wagga badge. 

Two photos (left and Below) of A94-101 at the RAAF Museum, 
Point Cook (it is believed in the 1970s). Photos: AHMWA 
P920107 and P921036. 
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CAC Sabre Mk.30, serial A94-915, Air Trials Unit, RAAF Avalon later at Edinburgh, 1955. 
This scheme is overall Silver finish (matt painted), with a matt Black anti-glare panel and a Light Grey fin tip and nose ring. Serials are Black, 
as is the C.A.C emblem either side of the vertical tail fin. Standard RAAF roundels in six positions plus 'upright' fin flashes. Note flush gun bay 
panel doors. 

Gun Panels 
 
As mentioned on the previous page, there was much experimentation 
with the gun bay fairings and associated panels. Three styles are 
known from photos but apparently as least six styles were tested be-
fore the ultimate style seen on Mk.31/32 airframes was fitted to all sur-
viving aircraft. 
 
The intial type which involved an actual door flush with the airframe 
(inherited from the F-86F), was apparently on a fair number of air-
frames as initially built (going by the fact that A94-915 and 922 were 
photographed with it). It is seen on the photos of those two airframes 
(taken during the 'Firestreak' trials) as per right & below. 

The 2nd style commonly seen on Mk.30/31 airframes, did away with 
the flush doors and had a simple elliptical outlet for the actual cannon 
bay fairing. It is seen in the photos of A94-901 (the first production air-
frame) and a close-up shot seen below. All of the other airframes in this 
instalment of the C.A.C Sabre articles (apart from 915/923 above and 
A94-946 later) have this style. 
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CAC Sabre Mk.30, serial A94-901, ARDU, RAAF Laverton, 1954/55. 
This scheme is overall Silver finish (matt painted), with a matt Black anti-glare panel and a Light Grey fin tip and nose ring. Serials are Black, 
as is the C.A.C emblem either side of the vertical tail fin. Standard RAAF roundels in six positions plus 'upright' fin flashes. Note 2nd style gun 
bay panel doors. 

Photo of a line-up of airframes belonging to the Sabre Trials Flight in Jan 1956. Photo: AHMWA P014753 

Service Use 
 
On 1st November, 1954, a Sabre Trials Flight was formed in No. 2(F) 
Operational Training Unit, at Williamtown, NSW. The ist Squadron to 
be equipped was No. 3 Squadron (who inherited the aircraft from the 
disbanded Sabre Trials Flight on 1st March, 1956), followed by No. 77 
Squadron. 
 

The photos of the line-ups etc of the Sabre Trials Flight aircraft are of-
ten used but in most cases are incorrectly captioned as belonging to 3 
Sqn in 1955 (which is impossible as the unit did not exist at the time). 
The machine that is seen at the head of the line-up in some photos 
(A94-012) was apparently the personal 'mount' of the unit's Com-
mander Wing Cdr 'Dickie' Creswell. 
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Updated Wings etc 
 
The C.A.C Sabre Mk.31 was initially similar to the Mk.30 with the ex-
ception that they had the new style wing (known as the 6-3 wing), with 
the extended leading edge wing extension, and the small fixed wing 
fence at 70% span. At least the early production airframes (if not all of 
them), were built with the same 2nd style gun bay panels as commonly 
used on the Mk.30. Surviving Mk.30s were also updated to this stan-
dard by having the 6-3 wings fitted when available. 
 
Most 3 Sqn Sabres which received the 'Sword' style unit markings were 
the later Mk.31s. Some are seen together in photos still with the old 
style 2 gun panels with other airframes which have the reinforced style 
that became common on the Mk.31/32 (as per the photos last issue).  
 
Eventually all remaining service airframes had their gun panels and 
wings upgraded to Mk.31/32 standard. One final profile this month (see 
next page for ‘946’) is of a Mk.31 which has gone through this progress. 
At the time of the photos, it was being used by ARDU as the test vehi-
cle for the Sidewinder installation, which was installed on airframes 
which were built as or upgarded to mk.32 standard. 
 

CAC Sabre Mk.30, serial A94-912, Sabre Trials Flight, RAAF Williamtown, 1955/6. 
This scheme is overall Silver finish (matt painted), with a matt Black anti-glare panel and a Light Grey fin tip and nose ring. Serials are Black, 
as is the C.A.C emblem either side of the vertical tail fin. Standard RAAF roundels in six positions plus 'upright' fin flashes. Note 2nd style gun 
bay panels. 

Townsville, QLD. 1956-01-28. The Commanding Officer NO 2 
(F) Operational Training Unit RAAF, Wing Commander R C 
Creswell DFC. Photos: RAAF via AWM. 
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C.A.C Sabre Mk.30 (updated to Mk.31 standard), A94-904, 3 (F) Sqn RAAF, Williamtown, 1958. 
This scheme is overall Silver finish (matt painted), with a matt Black anti-glare panel and a Light Grey fin tip. Serials are Black (with the last 
digit repeated on the nose in White). Standard RAAF roundels in six positions plus 'upright' fin flashes. It has the 3 Sqn 'Sword' emblem under 
the cockpit, much smaller and further forward than it is normally seen. Sqn colours on the fin, nose ring and wing tips are Red, trimmed in 
Black. 

Sabre Mk.30 (updated to Mk.31 standard with 6-3 wings) of 3 Sqn RAAF, complete with unit markings. Photo: RAAF 

Drawing of the emblem as presented on the Starboard side. Black '3', 
Red Sword, Golden rope. 
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C.A.C Sabre Mk.31, A94-923, 3 (F) Sqn RAAF, Williamtown, 1958.  
This scheme is overall Silver finish (matt painted), with a matt Black anti-glare panel and a Light Grey fin tip. Serials are Black (with the last 2 
digits repeated on the nose in White). Standard RAAF roundels in six positions plus 'upright' fin flashes. It has the 3 Sqn 'Sword' emblem in it's 
usual size and position on the mid fuselage (both sides). Sqn colours on the fin, nose ring and wing tips are again Red, trimmed in Black. 

Sabre Mk.31 (but still with type 2 gun panels) of 3 Sqn RAAF, complete with unit markings. Photo: RAAF. 

Sabre Mk.32 (modified Mk.31), trials airframe from ARDU of 
the Sidewinder missile installation. Photos: AHMWA 
P921618 and RAAF via AWM. 
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To round off,  we have some photos of more Mk31 Sabres at 
Pearce and Williamtown, which I have not drawn as they are very 
plain without unit markings. They are however nice detail photos. 
More to follow in Part 3. 
 

C.A.C Sabre Mk.32, A94-946, ARDU, Laverton, 1960. 
This scheme is overall Silver finish (matt painted), with a matt Black anti-glare panel and a Light Grey fin tip. Serials are Black as is the C.A.C 
emblem on the tail (in a Silver 'box' where it has been masked). Standard RAAF roundels in six positions (kangaroos on fuselage only) plus 
'upright' fin flashes. It has extensive Red areas as I.D markings on the nose, vertical tail and outer wings (see photos for extent). These Red 
areas are possibly Dayglo paint as it is different to the standard Roundel Red. 

Sabre Mk.32 (modified Mk.31), trials airframe from ARDU of the Sidewinder missile installation. Photo: AHMWA P890231. 

3 (F) Sqn Mk31 Sabres at Pearce, on a visit on 15th Sept 
1957. Photos: AHMWA P890204 & P890206. 
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78 Wing Sabres RAAF Williamtown 1957. (above) & A94-932 (top details unknown). Photos: AHMWA P890210 & RAAF. 
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Alan Yee attended the All American Day show hosted this year by the 
Mustang Owner's Club, who fielded a large number of their member's 
immaculate cars on the day, (he estimated about 70+ Mustangs). It was 
held on 21st Jan 2007, at the usual venue for this event, namely the 
roof level car park at the Castle Towers shopping mall. It is normally 
held on  the Sunday closest to the Australia Day weekend.  
 
He said he had missed the last couple of years due to being in Tam-
worth for the country music week, so it was good to see that it still 
showcases perfect examples these huge American cars mainly of the 
40s to 70s era, particularly the ones with fins. Mixed in are some excep-
tional vehicles from much earlier periods, such as the  Buick & Cadillac 
sedans and the Fire Chief's vehicle, all from the late 20s. 
 
Editor's Notes - Due to the large number of photos, I will split them 
over several issues.(Steve) 

�������������)��������*���#� by Alan Yee 
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 The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of 
photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently 
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives, ni-
trate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and com-
puter scans. The vast majority come from private collections and 
most haven't been published before. 
 
 In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A, 
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of 
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western 
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There 
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to 
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to 
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their 
source. 
 
 These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's 
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's 
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details 
are as below: 
 
Aviation Heritage Museum of WA 
Bull Creek Drive 
Bull Creek WA 6149 
Phone: (08)9311-4470 
Fax  : (08)9311-4455 
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au 
Website:www.raafa.org.au 
 
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library 
or myself. 
Mick Mirkovic, Photographic Librarian, AHM of WA 

DH.60 Moth A7-x7 1.SFTS Sep 1940. 
Tiger Moth A17-205 on Ferry flight, WA Jan 1941. 
Tiger Moths, Whyalla Dec 1940 (J.Cox coll). 

Demon 1SFTS '2-Y' A1-14 Oct 1940. 

Caproni Ca309 Ghibli. This photo of 3 Sqn's hack is usually 
said to be taken in Sicily, circa Sept 1943. 

The well known 450 Sqn Henschel 126. 
Captured SM.79 with 245 Sqn markings. 
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B-24 SJ-A of 25 Sqn RAAF. 
B-24 SJ-H of 25 Sqn RAAF. 
B-24 SJ-L A72-150 of 25 Sqn RAAF. 
B-24 SJ-L of 25 Sqn RAAF. 
B-24 SJ-N of 25 Sqn RAAF. 
B-24 SJ-Y A72-190 of 25 Sqn RAAF. 
 
 

Editor's Notes - A further batch of various subjects which Mick 
has sent me over a period of time via email. Captions are based on 
the ones held in the Museum records and supplied by Mick along 
with the scans. 
 
Copies of any of these can be ordered from the Museum as above by 
writing to their address for information on sizes available and prices 
etc. Quote the above 'P' reference nos with any enquiries to identify 
items required. (Steve) 
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Jim Grant who is Chief Archivist at the Aviation History Museum of 
Western Australia (AHMWA) sent me a series of photos of wal-
karounds that he had done over the years of various AFVs. I will be 
running some on a regular basis in these pages. 
 
M113s are a subject that have been featured a few times in this publi-
cation over the years (in fact there was a spread from Alan Yee only a 
couple of issues ago). Their popularity is not surprising considering 

their distinctive shape and the large numbers that have served with the 
ADF over the years. Most of the examples we have had over the years 
have been standard APC variants, this time we have a spread of pho-
tos from Jim which mainly cover some of the more specialised vari-
ants. 

�##��������(�

M548A1 tracked load carrierss. The initial five (5) photos show No.177099, named 'Threesome' form 10th Light Horse. Note 
Black formation sign and the machine gun ring abpve the left side of the crew compartment. Note the unuisual arrangement of 
the lights on the front view. Finally there are photos of another pair of different M548s. 
 

by Jim Grant 
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The next 7 photos (including 3 on the previous page) are of M113A1 reconnaissance vehicles, which have been in service 
with the W.A based 10th Light Horse for three decades. Some photos show the Cadiiac-Gage T-50 turret which is fitted to 
these vehicles. Other views show the interior and engine compartment of one vehicle. 
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M113 mobile recruiting posters (hmmm.......I'm sure that's not an official variant). Over the years several vehicles have been the 
exhibit on which have been hung advertising hoardings for the 10th Light Horse Regiment which is a W.A based Reserve Unit. 
We have had photos of these a couple of times in the past in this publication (here was the Editor thinking the markings were ac-
tually painted onto the vehicle, but in these photos you can see how the panels actually attach to the side). Note that there are 
two different vehicles involved in these photos. 
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M806A1 Light Recovery Vehicle No.134388. Note the equipment carried on top of the vehicle including spare wheels, and the 
spades at the rear. 
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The next batch are of M113A1 Fitters Vehicle No.134768. This is fitted with a Hyab crane with a capacity of 6800 lbs. 
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And finally M577A1 Command Vehicle No.134476 'Athena'. 
Note how the external mounted generator has it's own name 
'Amalthea'. 
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One of the most popular club members, Alan Yee has a large collec-
tion of personal photos dating back to just after the end of W.W.II. 
Many of these photos are from an era from which few good illustrations 
turn up in print in the usual sources. 
 
Until recently Alan did not have prints of many of his negatives that he 
had taken over the years. With the advent of access to cheaper scan-
ning solutions he has been able to obtain electronic copies of much of 
his collection and has agreed to this publication using a selection of his 
images in each issue. He and myself (the editor) will select some for 

use each quarter, on some occasions they will be to a random theme 
as here, sometimes it will concentrate on one particular airframe or 
type, on other occasions there may be a mini walkaround of a particu-
lar airframe. 
 
On this occasion I have put together a spread of photos of the famous 
Southern Cross at various times. Note that the last photo is of the rep-
lica, not the real thing. More photos of VH-USU can be found on the 
ADF Serials site at 'http://www.adf-serials.com/gallery/Fokker-VH-
USU' .(Steve - Editor). 

/����(� �������'������*����)���������� ������2���
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Often reproduced, but absolutely marvelous photo of a 25 Sqn RAAF Demon, taken above clouds near Pearce in Apr 1939. Lots 
of small details can be picked out by study of the larger scan. Photo: RAAF Official. 

The RAAF received a total of 54 Hawker Demon Mk.I aircraft (A1-1 to 
A1-54) delivered in 1935-36 as replacements for Westland Wapitis in-
tended for general purpose and Army Co-operation duties, later sup-
plemented by 10 Demon Mk.IIs with dual controls for training and tar-
get towing duties (A1-55 to A1-64) delivered in 1937, apart from the 
last one in May 1938. 
 
RAAF Demon Mk.Is used a more powerful Kestrel engine than their 
RAF counterparts (the 600 h.p Rolls Royce Kestrel V), and also dif-
fered from the later in being fitted with tail wheels, and 'ramshorn' ex-
haust manifolds. The aircraft were also fitted with Vickers Mk.V ma-
chine guns (instead of the Mk.III used on RAF machines). 
 
Provision was made for 6 electro-magnetic universal carriers or light 
series bomb racks beneath the lower wings, plus a message hook 
(although these were not often seen in service use going by photos). 
Several of the MK.Is later had the gunner's cockpit partly faired over in 
service use and modified for dual controls. This first article is mainly 
concerned with pre-war use. Many airframes however lingered on into 
the war years, serving as Trainers and Instructional airframes with 
various units, these will be covered in Part 2. 
 
Colours and Markings 
 
Pre-war, RAAF Demons were in 'Silver' finish like their RAF counter-
parts. This consisted of an overall aluminium pigmented finish (Silver 
Dope), with the metal clad forward fuselage and undercarraige struts 
unpainted and repeatedly cleaned and polished to a shiny finish. 
Wheel hubs and the propeller Spinner were also in the 'Silver' finish 
unless painted in Flight colours, which they sometimes were. Propel-

lors were polished Wood. Serials were marked either side of the rear 
fuselage and below both lower wings in Black. 
 
In 1934 the RAF removed rudder stripes and decreed that roundels 
should no longer overlap control surfaces, this meant that they were 
smaller than previously. Demons carried roundels above the upper 
wings (not visible on the side views), and usually ones of the same 
size below the lower wings (although there were no ailerons to con-
tend with there). The RAAF aircraft normally followed suit, although 
some airframes are known to have carried larger roundels than re-
quired per photographic evidence. Pre war roundel colors were of a 
brighter hue than those used during the war years. 
 

����1������3��������4������������'���#�

by Steve Mackenzie 
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Hawker Demon Mk.I, serial A1-1, Test Flight, RAAF Laverton, 1935. 
Scheme is overall Silver finish, with the metal clad forward fuselage and undercar-
raige struts unpainted and polished. Wheel hubs are also Silver finish and the metal 
part of the Spinner is removed in this instance. Serials are Black. Standard RAAF 
pre war roundels in six positions. The message hook is fitted on this one, but arma-
ment was removed during the trials. Ref: IPMS (UK) Magazine March 1969. 

Hawker Demon Mk.I, serial A1-6, 22 Sqn RAAF, RAAF Richmond, 1938. 
Scheme is overall Silver finish, with the metal clad forward fuselage and undercarraige 
struts unpainted and polished. Wheel hubs are also Silver finish as is the metal part of 
the Spinner. Serials are Black. Standard RAAF pre war roundels in six positions. The 2 
fuselage bands in Roundel Blue indicate 22 Sqn. Withdrawn from Service 1943 and be-
came Instuctional Airframe No.17. 

Hawker Demon Mk.I, serial A1-15, 21 Sqn RAAF, Melbourne, 1938/9. 
Scheme is overall Silver finish, with the metal clad forward fuselage and undercarraige 
struts unpainted and polished. Wheel hubs are painted Red (flight marking) as is the 
metal part of the Spinner. Serials are Black. Standard RAAF pre war roundels in six po-
sitions. The 1 fuselage band in Roundel Blue indicates 21 Sqn. Withdrawn from Service 
19/05/43 at Laverton VIC. 
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Another classic, often reproduced photo of a 21 Sqn RAAF Demon, A1-15 as drawn on the previous page, taken in flight 
above Melbourne in 1938/9. Note that it is carrying bomb racks below the wings. Photo: RAAF Official. 

Hawker Demon, A1-17 (at top), 22 SQN, in formation near Richmond 1938. Photo: RAAF Official. 
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Hawker Demon Mk.I, serial A1-17, 22 Sqn RAAF,  Richmond, 1938. 
Scheme is overall Silver finish, with the metal clad forward fuselage and undercar-
raige struts unpainted and polished. Wheel hubs are painted Roundel Blue (flight 
marking) as is the metal part of the Spinner. Serials are Black. Standard RAAF pre 
war roundels in six positions. The 2 fuselage bands in Roundel Blue indicate 22 Sqn. 
Withdrawn from Service 19/05/43 at Laverton VIC. 

Hawker Demon Mk.II, serial A1-52, 25 Sqn RAAF,  Pearce, Apr 1939. 
Scheme is overall Silver finish, with the metal clad forward fuselage and undercarraige 
struts unpainted and polished. Wheel hubs are also Silver finish as is the metal part of 
the Spinner. Serials are Black. Standard RAAF pre war roundels in six positions. Con-
verted to dual control by fairing over part of the Gunner's station. Withdrawn from Serv-
ice 21/07/43 at Laverton VIC. 

Hawker Demon Mk.II, serial A1-62, 3 Sqn RAAF, Pilot: Gordon Steege, 
Richmond, Sep 03 1939. 
Scheme is overall Silver finish, with the metal clad forward fuselage and undercarraige 
struts unpainted and polished. Wheel hubs are also Silver finish as is the metal part of 
the Spinner. Serials are Black. Standard RAAF pre war roundels in six positions (note 
large sized under wing roundel). Fully armed with rear gun plus bombs on the under 
wing racks (not on the drawing). Crashed 23/11/39, Jamberoo near Fountaindale NSW, 
after striking the ground during low flying. 
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Off to War - Plt.Offs G.H.Steege and C.I.Read with a bombed up Hawker Demon Mk.II A1-62 of 3 Sqn RAAF on 3rd Sep 1939. 
When war was declared against Germany that day, a number of 3 Sqn's aircraft at Richmond were brought to operational readi-
ness. If you wonder how they thought they were going to affect the war taking place 12,000 miles away, it is explained by the 
fact that it was thought that German U-Boats may have been in position to attack shipping around the Australian Coastline at the 
outbreak of war. Thus the precautions (the larger under wing bomb is an anti Submarine weapon).  

Another in the series of 25 Sqn Demon photos, photographed 1939-04-30, at RAAF Pearce (see photo of A1-60 previous page). 
Most interesting machine here is A1-52 in the foreground, which has been converted to dual control by fairing over part of the 
Gunner's station. It also has an additional Alvis sight not normally seen. Photo: RAAF Official. 
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Two photos of a dual control Hawker Demon A1-2, used at Laverton in Feb 1940 for training purposes. In the first photo, there 
appears to be a blind flying hood in place over the front cockpit. Photos: RAAF Official via AWM. 

Hawker Demon Mk.I, serial A1-2, RAAF Laverton, Feb 1940. 
Scheme is overall Silver finish, with the metal clad forward fuselage and undercarraige 
struts unpainted and polished. Wheel hubs are painted Red (flight marking). Serials 
are Black. Standard RAAF pre war roundels in six positions. Seems to have been used 
for training purposes at Laverton (unit unk), at some stage has been converted to dual 
control. Hit by Demon A1-39 17/03/41 at Point Cook and withdrawn from Service. 

Two more in the series of photos of Hawker Demons, in-
cluding A1-26, being used at Laverton in Feb 1940 for train-
ing purposes. In both photos, there appears to be a unit 
badge of some kind on the cowling, but I cannot identify it. 
A1-26 is armed with a rear gun and also carries the mes-
sage hook, which is not seen that often in use. Photos: 
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Hawker Demon Mk.I, serial A1-26, RAAF Laverton, Feb 1940. 
Scheme is overall Silver finish, with the metal clad forward fuselage and undercar-
raige struts unpainted and polished. Wheel hubs and the metal part of the Spinner are 
painted Red (flight marking). Serials are Black. Standard RAAF roundels in six posi-
tions. A1-26 is armed with a rear gun and also carries the message hook. Crashed 
29/06/42 at the Dutson range West of East Sale VIC. 

Off to War revisited - Close-up of the 118 lb anti Submarine under wing bomb as carried by A1-62 in the photo with Plt.Offs G.H.
Steege and C.I.Read of 3 Sqn RAAF on 3rd Sep 1939 (previous page). The other photo is of a Demon cockpit for those inter-
ested. Photos: RAAF Official via AWM. 

As an alternative to the Telescrambler Kombi (see major article in this 
issue), if one wanted a simpler conversion of a model Kombi, this 
MAMV vehicle fits the description nicely. This VW Panel Van, we as-
sume Double Door (doors on both sides of van), was converted by the 
RAAF as a Mobil Air Monitoring Vehicle. 
 
All one needs to do for this one is to cut a hole in the roof, and cover it 
with a simple perspex dome. No details are available of the internal 
outfit, but some seats and comm panels along with a figure or two 
would fill up the interior nicely. Paint it White with Red stripes and you 
have an unusual accessory to display with your aircraft models or on 
it's own.  
 
See the article on the Telescrambler Kombi for more detailed notes 
from Roger re available models of the VW. 
 
 
Credits : Photo - via Andre Hummel. 
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by Steve Mackenzie 
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by Andre Hummel with additional model notes by 

What on earth is an AF/MRC - 802 Mobile Strip Operations Telebrief-
ing System? 
 
As one does from time to time, I happened to do a search on EBay for 
items under “RAAF”.  Scrolling through the items, there were the usual 
kits, books and uniform paraphernalia for auction or “Buy It Now” but it 
was the very last item that really caught my eye. There was a bright 
yellow VW with what appeared to be a glass house on top and the fol-
lowing information from the seller: 
 
This 1967 VW Double Door Panel Van (doors on both sides of van), 
was converted by the RAAF in 1970-71 over an 18 month period 
(GEMS at No1 AD, Laverton). The vehicle was commonly referred to 
as the "Hot Telebrief" or "Telescrambler". 
 
The vehicle illustrated was found it in a yard in Darwin standing among 
aircraft parts.  The completed system once comprised the van and a 
trailer. The trailer no longer exists and much of the interior has been 
removed.”</i>  
 
Now I know that we’re always on the lookout for unusual subject for 
our “In Miniature”.  I emailed our Editor, Steve Mackenzie, and sug-
gested that we had an ideal “RAAF Oddity” for the magazine. Steve 
was immediately enthusiastic, so I set about contacting the owner, ob-
taining permission to use his photographs and gleaning as much addi-
tional information as I could about this unusual RAAF vehicle. 
 
Readers of “Flightpath” may recall seeing a photograph of this vehicle. 
I’d made a mental note to find out more about it but it wasn’t until the 
EBay sale that I set out in earnest to discover all that I could about this 
unique vehicle. I emailed the seller and the results of my enquiries fol-
low in this article. 
 
About the Owner 
 
The VW is owned by one Andre Hummel, a member of the VW Club 
of South Australia. 
 
Andre is an Army Officer and an Army Aviation pilot. He was with 173 

Surveillance Squadron attached to 161 Reconnaissance Squadron in 
Darwin. After graduation from ADF Helicopter School, Andre went to 
fixed wing and flew the Twin Otter supporting the Regional Force Sur-
veillance Units across the north of Australia.  
 
Andre advises that the Twin Otter is a slow aeroplane in a big country. 
However, working in the Torres Straits was great fun with lots of is-
lands and short airstrips with interesting weather. 
 
In the near future, Andre may be working out of Nowra soon support-
ing the Parachute Training School at Jervis Bay flying a CASA 212 
and a Beech 1900C supporting DSTO out of Adelaide. 
 
So, why the VW?   Andre takes up the story: 
 
How did the Passion Start? 
  
The VW passion started at the age of 16.  My first car was a white 
1972 “15 millionth Commemorative Edition” Beetle.  I learned to drive 
in the Beetle as well as my fathers 1979 Transporter.  After the Beetle, 
I had a TE Cortina Ghia then a HR, all the while my head was still 
turning for those Bugs and Kombis. The F**d went and the H****n too. 
 
Back to the Kombi; an Orange 1977 Sopru Camper which took my 
Swedish goddess Sara and me around Australia.  Regrettably, we 
sold it after seven years for the move back to Sweden. Now we have 
three Kombis in the family; the Telescrambler, a ‘61 Window Bus and 
a ‘74 Transporter. The ‘61, although running, is a future project and 
the ‘74 is a daily driver. Counselling is not helping.  
 
I found the Telescrambler in a yard used by the Aviation Historical So-
ciety in Darwin. After seeing it, I couldn’t stop thinking about it. I had to 
somehow get hold of it. As a pilot in the Army with a keen aviation in-
terest and VW’s background, I thought “I’ve got to make it mine”. So 
the research began. After many phone calls, a number of meetings 
and a little heartache the Telescrambler was finally mine.  
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Why does the Passion Continue? 
 
While I was hunting for parts in the Northern Territory, I came across a 
few splittys out in the bush and on a couple of properties. Each time I 
wanted to take them home and give them a new lease on life. The ‘61 
is one of them. I managed to get the boss to let me take the aircraft 
for a couple of instrument approach procedures at Tindal RAAF Base. 
The idea was for both me and the other crew member to maintain cur-
rency.   
 
I organised a van with the RAAF to take us to a wreckers in Katherine. 
So, in uniform, and armed with my little red toolbox, off we went. The 
owner pointed me in the general direction and there they were, three 
splittys in a very poor state. Looking farther back into the bush I no-
ticed a Bay behind which was hiding the ‘61 intact minus all its indica-
tors and tail lights. So much for getting a couple of parts, I took the 
whole thing home albeit a couple of days later. The owner of the 
wreckers had the Kombi for ten years but reckons he hadn’t seen it for 
three.  
 
I had it delivered to the work shop and after a day of working on it I 
drove it home front brakes only. The old 1200 from 1957 fired up first 
go although I made sure the carby, dizzy, fuel pump etc. were good to 
go. Without wanting to dismantle that one, the hunt went on for the 
parts that I initially went into Katherine for. The drive in and around 
Darwin looking for parts continued. It was great fun as you never knew 
what you were going to find and what kind of characters you would 
meet. I even found a large VW emblem, which I needed, on a splitty 
dumped in a creek and used to mark the boundary of a property. 
There was absolutely nothing else on it I could use. I couldn’t believe 
my luck. One of the characters I met used to go hunting with his 
Splitty leaning the shotty on the dash with the safaris open and driving 
at the same time. 
 
I’m a bit nostalgic when it comes to the VDubs. Although innovative, 
they’re a simple car which makes them easy to work on. Unlike the 
generally boring shape of modern cars, they have a very unique shape 
to them. I’ve always loved the look and smell of an old bug or Kombi. 
There is a sense of accomplishment when restoring something, so it’s 
great fun bringing a bus to life. It feels great when the engine goes in, 
you fire it up and it moves off under its own power again.  I’ve met a 
bunch of good fellas with the same interest and there’s always some-
thing new to learn. No matter whom you meet, VW enthusiast or not, 
there is always a VW story to be told. 
 The photos on this and the previous page, plus 2 on the next 

page show the Kombi as it is restored today. 
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These two photos below show it as first found in the wreckers 
yard at Katherine. 

The Vehicle Details? 
 
AF/MRC - 802 Mobile Strip Operation Telebriefing System. (Airforce / 
Mobile Radio Communications - the number has no specific mean-
ing) was informally known as the "Hot Telebrief" or "Telescrambler". 
This 1967 VW Double Door Panel Van was converted by the RAAF in 
1970-71 over an 18 month period by GEMS at No.1 AD, Laverton. 
 
The vehicle was used to deploy Mirage jet fighters and F-111’s into 
battle on exercise. The pilot with all checks complete would wait pa-
tiently for instructions from the operations centre relayed through the 
Telescrambler. 
 
The complete system once comprised the Van and a Trailer. The 
trailer housed the generator and the air conditioning unit. Cool air was 
ducted into the rear of the van and out through louvers located in the 
box section on the tower. A number of cables could be plugged into 
sockets once located behind the small hatches on either side of the 
rear door. Modifications were made to house the smaller, earlier 
model rear door to make room for the two small hatches. 
 
The trailer no longer exists and much of the interior was removed. (i.
e. emergency portable runway lighting, PA system, UHF-AM radio, 
communications set, amplifiers, microphones, warning horn, radio 
vibrators and buzzers). The stand on which the two controllers sat, 
the radio tray and the circuit breaker panel still exist. The cargo area 
was totally enclosed and insulated against jet noise. Tie down rings 
prevented the unit from swaying or blowing over from jet blast. 
 
The colour is GSE yellow (Ground Service Equipment Yellow) used 
on all ground equipment on airfields. Underneath the original layer of 
yellow paint there were large yellow and black checkers indicating 
that it was once a “Follow Me Vehicle”. An aircraft would follow the 
vehicle to their parking spot after landing. 
 
There is a good story to be told about the Telescrambler from its hey 
day but more on that shortly.” 
 

Body Work 
 
Rust removal was done by Andre and steel replacement by Simon 
and Pete from “City Rust”, Darwin.  Paint preparation was carried out 
Andre and Jason (a mate of Simon and Pete), with the final coat be-
ing done by Jason. 
 
Engine 
 
The engine is a stock 1600 Twin port 12 Volt system done by Andre 
and Myron in Darwin, unfortunately with a beetle muffler. That’s an-
other story but the muffler will be changed in the future. 
 
Transaxle 
 
Original - Replaced main bearing. Stripped and painted. Checked by 
Myron in Darwin 
 
Chassis/Frames/Suspension 
 
Original – stripped and painted. Shock absorbers replaced. 
 
Interior 
 
Interior colours are as the RAAF had them.  Andre admits that he ac-
tually learned to use a sewing machine! 
 
Wipers 
 
A 12V wiper motor from a Bay window bus was used for the 12V 
wiper conversion. 
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The Vehicle in Private Use 
 
The vehicle was a daily driver for 18 months. Currently, it’s undergoing 
historical registration but Andre is experiencing trouble with that as it 
was modified by the Airforce after delivery from VW. All of which does-
n’t make sense to Andre as he believes it is a historical vehicle as are 
Ex-RAAF ambulances and fire trucks. It seems that the body is not 
allowed to be modified to be a historical vehicle. 
 
Some Additional Points 
 
The following will be of assistance to modellers considering scratch 
building their own “Telescrambler”. 
 
The two (2) attachments to the back of the vehicle: note the frame 
around the rear window would have had a slide to allow hot air from 
the radios to escape therefore there would have been no glass in that 
area. 
 
The round attachment at the top of the box section for the air condi-
tioner ducting is shown in one of the photos . 
 
There was also a spare tyre mount on the front which as been left off. 
 
The circuit breaker panel is removed.  This was located inside at the 
back with the radios. 
 
The muffler is a beetle muffler and should be standard with no holes in 
the bumper. 
 
The tow bar was missing when the vehicle was found, along with the 
trailer.  
 
The roof was checker black and white (see photo) and there were six 
(6) aerial mounts, three (3) on the corners of the tower and three (3) 
on the aerial stand at the top back. 
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Note tie down rings on box section and at top back of the body.   
The driver’s cabin and cargo area were originally divided. The divider 
and circuit breaker panel have left out to facilitate use the rear view 
mirror. 
 
Also noteworthy is the fact that when the original paint was removed, it 
revealed previous black and yellow checkers, suggesting it was a 
“Follow Me Vehicle” used for aircraft to follow to their parking position. 
 
The van is from 1967 with an early narrow rear door attached to allow 
room for the small hatches on either side. The tower conversion was 
done from 1970-71, confirming a previous history. 
 
The photo right shows the roof above the driving compartment. 
 
There is a ladder at the rear of the Kombi which allows access to the 
top of the vehicle as shown by these photos. 
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The photos below show the inside of the driving compartment. 
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How Was the Vehicle Used In Service? 
 
Here, Graham Cotterell, formerly of 114 MCRU, takes up the story in 
an email sent to Andre while he was researching the history and use 
of the vehicle. 
 
“The SOP vehicle to Hubcap was normally via landlines.  They were:  
 
OPR 1 and 2 Mag Tel lines normal two direction communications; 
Scramble 1 and 2 Mag Tel one way communication normally from 
WAT/WATA position; 
2 Telephone lines normally connected to the 114MCRU PABX, Exts 
51 – 59 SOP vehicle to aircraft; 
6 Audio pairs via Telebrief system (600 ohm no signalling) SOP to 
other users; 
2 Lines to Tower/Base Operations; 

1 Base Telephone for friendly air movements/ chit chat (optional); 
and 
2 PRC41 UHF multi-channel radios mainly to communicate with air-
craft and the tower. 
 
In normal operations, the SOP vehicle operated on the edge of an 
Operations Readiness Pad (ORP), communicating to the Control and 
Reporting Unit and coordinating aircraft ready for scrambling. In nor-
mal operations , Scramble Line 1 and ORP 1 were connected to the 
northern end of the runway while Scramble 2 and OPR 2 the southern 
end. The reasoning for this was to accommodate the rapid deploy-
ment of the SOP vehicle to the other end of a runway if a wind 
change occurred. 
 
Land line communication was reasonably secure as access to the 
lines for special monitoring purposes was difficult. The only places 
open to compromise were at either end of the circuit.  

And these photos show the inside of the rear compart-
ment, inside the body of the van. 
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The only people to know the signal part was the Technician at 
114MCRU and the Base Telecom Technician. Both parties acknowl-
edged the security requirement and preventive actions were employed 
to prevent the special monitoring people access to the audio lines. 
 
 To overcome this problem, the special monitoring people devised a 
plan by which they conned the 77SQN boys to leave one of the pilots 
"Mictel" circuits open. This action caused the operations area of the 
SOP vehicle to be filled with loud aircraft engine noises. The Opera-
tions people countered by using the UHF radios system to communi-
cate to the aircraft. This UHF system not only transmitted to the air-
craft but to any one who cared to listen. 
 
 At an end of one exercise, a debriefing by the Commanding Officer 
and Operations people identified the system failings, requested the 
faults be identified and the SOP vehicle be incorporated into the Tech-
nical Maintenance Plan and daily technical log. The SOP system was 
semi-permanently wired in at 114 MCRU. The 10 KVA generator set 
was bypassed and the power system plugged directly into the mains 
power. The communication systems were connected into the appropri-
ate places. The air conditioner was normally left on and tested by any 
passing technician (that is sitting in the operation compartment for a 
prolonged period reading a non-technical publication (NTP)). What 

better place to hide, when there was everything to do. It was a cool, 
comfortable and quiet place. If anyone was looking for you, your mate 
could warn you by phone.  
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The photographs on this and the previous page show the 
various Comm equipment, mostly inside the 'Tower' used by 
the controllers from 114 MCRU in their job 

Testing the communication systems was simple except for the three 
100 watt RMS public address warning sets. There was no way to test 
these loud speakers quietly. Every morning long before the operation 
people arrived, the technician would test the PA. After a few months of 
announcing " Testing 1 2 3..." to the world, the task of testing was fast 
becoming boring. In time, the large speaker were directed into the 
nearby open area and at 145 db's many a ditty/Limerick was recited to 
the early dawn under the name of technical testing. 
 
>On one cold winter morning, before the red blue sunrise could herald 
the dawn of a new day, the sounds of horses filled the atmosphere. 
The pounding of the horse’s hooves on the icy ground, the crack of the 
jockey's whip and the loud sounds of the hot air expelling from the 
horses nostrils was overcoming. I soon realised that the empty pad-
dock was in reality a training track for race horses and that a training 
program was in full swing for the Brisbane winter racing carnival. 
 
That particular day, the testing program was altered just a little. Like a 
solder setting an ambush, I lay quietly in the soft light before the dawn. 
All the systems were in standby waiting for the moment. The only 
noise that could be heard was the soft rumble for a heater fan of the 
air conditioner unit. 
 
As the field of horses passed my position at full gallop for the second 
time the plan was executed. Three great siren alarms broke the calm. 
Two seconds later a voice from the public address system peeled " 
And they're racing .... What a fine start.... etc". In ten seconds, the 
relative calm of a training track was turned into mayhem, horses run-
ning everywhere. Jockeys in various states of dismount littered the 
training track, with one horse last seen in the distance with its jockey 
clinging on like a flag on a flag pole on a windy day. In the chaos of 
the early morning, I quickly slipped into the pre-dawn darkness filling 
out my usual paperwork and acting normal as if nothing had hap-
pened. 
 
About 8:25AM that morning, as all the Operations people started their 

working day, the phone in the Maintenance Control Section (MCS) 
rang. The controller yelling in a monotone voice "Ha Blue...you 
there ... the CO wants you now..." My reply was "Yes, OK, it’s not ur-
gent. He usually takes two cups of coffee to get started. I'll fix his 
phone later".  Another ring of the MCS's phone and the same mes-
sage was bellowed out but with a little more conviction. With a screw-
driver in one hand and a test phone (butt) in the other, I casually me-
andered over to the CO's office unaware of what was about to unfold. 
"Come in ...close the door... I want to talk to you" clearly filled the 
commander's room. In ten seconds, my RAAF career was flashed be-
fore my eyes. My defence was simple stating “I was only testing the 
system as directed, SIR.". All other questions were answered by say-
ing “I claim the fifth amendment.” 
 
Nothing was said from that day to now.  I was convinced that the mat-
ter was closed as the testing procedures were changed to accommo-
date public relations. It is clear that the confidential conversation I had 
with my Commanding Officer has been de-classified and moved into 
folk lore. 
 
There are many other stories that centre around the operations of 114 
MCRU.  Perhaps this is why the unit has been moved to a more se-
cluded place. 
 
The photographs on this page show the various Comm equipment, 
mostly inside the 'Tower' used by the controllers from 114 MCRU in 
their job plus markings found inside the vehicle.  
 
Graham Cotterell (ex 114 MCRU). 
 
It would seem that Service life hasn’t changed all that much over the 
years (Roger). 
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114 Mobile Control and Reporting Unit 
 
114 Mobile Control and Reporting Unit was first formed in 1943 and 
turned 60 years old in 2003.  
 
114 MCRU is a unit distinguished in history and background. In the six 
decades of its existence, 114 MCRU has made a measured and sig-
nificant contribution to the Australian Defence Force. Formed at the 
height of the World War II when Australia was directly threatened, 114 
MCRU served with distinction in south-west Pacific area of operations 
and again during the 1950s and 1960s. 
 
The unit deployed to Butterworth, where it contributed significantly dur-
ing the Malayan emergency and Indonesian confrontasion.  During the 
30 years since, 114 MCRU has continued to lead the way in RAAF air 

defence operations, having participated in almost every major exercise 
since the 1970s. 
 
As the title suggests contemporaneous 114 MCRU often deploys into 
the field and its personnel are trained to a high level of readiness in 
accordance with their motto: “Swift to React”. 
 
The unit’s personal motto is this: “Our people, past and present, are 
the sum of 114 MCRU".  
 
According to the RAAF ORBAT:  1 Mobile Control and Reporting Unit 
(114MCRU) is based at RAAF Darwin, NT. with 1 Mobile Control and 
Reporting Unit Detachment  (114MCRU DET TDL) based at RAAF 
Tindal, NT. 
 

Modelling the “Telescrambler” 
 
For modellers, there are not many options available to construct a rep-
lica of this unusual VW.  There are currently a number of diecast mod-
els of the Kombi available in various scales (Table 1 refers).  These 
could be converted with some elbow grease and scratch-building 
skills.   
 
For the more adventurous, Hasegawa produced a 1/24 scale 1967 VW 
Pick Up in injection moulded plastic.  While the basic chassis and 
cabin could be used, the rest of the vehicle would need to be scratch 
built. 
 
Modellers should take particular note of the comments made by Andre 
regarding the construction features of the “Telescrambler”.  These 
should be cross-referenced to the photographs to ascertain the actual 
placement of fixtures and fittings both internally and externally. 
 
A model of the Telescrambler would add an intriguing aspect to a dio-
rama featuring Mirages and F111s, not to mention an interesting talk-
ing point for the sceptics. 
 
Table 1 - Diecast Scale Model VW Kombi and Vari-
ants 
 
The availability of the VW Kombi/Panel in the popular modelling scales 
of 1/72, 1/48, 1/32 and 1/24 is limited.  While some claim to be 1/72 or 
HO/OO scale, they are in fact 1/87 apart from the Caramara range.   
 
1/48 scale modellers don’t fair much better with the closest being 1/50 
and then 1/43.  1/32 and 1/24 appear to be the only ‘correct’ scale VW 
Kombis available, although 1/25 would be suitable in the latter scale. 
 
      Scale              Manufacturer 
      1/90                Schuco Piccolo 
      1/87                Brekina Automodelle 
      1/72                Caramara 
      1/50                Lledo 

      1/43                Classic 
      1/43                Corgi 
      1/43                Schuco 
      1/40                Wiking 
      1/32                Kinsmart 
      1/32                Classic 
      1/25                Maistro 
      1/24                Franklin Mint 
      1/24                Hasegawa 
      1/18                Road Signature 
 
Notes:  
1.) The majority of these models are available on EBay, while some 
are readily available from hobby/toy shops.  
2.) A specific VW Kombi/Panel model site on the Web may be found 
at: http://www.peoplekars.com./Kombi.htm (Editor - I located this one, 
for Roger.  Reading through the newsletters it is apparent that there 
have been a lot more Kombi models over the years. Another collectors 
site.....makes it apparent we are not the only 'obsessed' people).  
3.) The Hongwell/Caramara site for the VW Transporter may be found 
at: http://www.hongwell.co.uk/vw/pages/bully-trans-new-main.asp 
(Editor - Actually it is not an official Hongwell site but that of Mike 
Ward, a Hongwell collector.  Still very useful though).  
4.) Both HobbyCo and Frontline Hobbies currently stock the 1/72 Cara-
mara models. The sites may be found at: http://www.hobbyco.com.au/ 
and http://www.frontlinehobbies.com.au/  
 
Glossary:  
  1 AD = 1 Aircraft Depot 
  114 MCRU = 114 Mobile Control & Reporting Unit 
  GEMS = Ground Equipment Maintenance Section 
  GSE = Ground Support Equipment 
  Shotty = Shotgun 
  Splittys = split windscreen Kombis/Panels 
  SOP = Standing Operating Procedure 
 
Acknowledgements:  
Credits : Photos - Copyright for all photos lies with Andre Hummel  
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Below are the Defence photos of the RAAF deployment to Red Flag at 
Nellis Airbase, Nevada in Jan/Feb 2007. The text below is from the 
Official Media release put out before the deployment. This is not in 
past tense as it was written before hand. 
 
RAAF fighter jet aviators and their Air Lift Group colleagues will under-
take advanced training at one of the world’s best tactical combat train-
ing facilities during Exercise RED FLAG 07 near Las Vegas, Nevada. 
 
Australian forces will train with and against American and British air-
craft types including the B-2, the B-1, F-15E Strike Eagle, F-117 Night-
hawk, AH-64 Apache and RAF GR-4 Tornadoes in mock combat mis-
sions over the western deserts of the United States.  Six F-111 jets 
from RAAF Base Amberley will join two C-130 Hercules transport air-
craft from RAAF Base Richmond and a team of approximately 260 
support personnel during the Exercise at Nellis Air Force Base. 
 
The F-111s and one C-130H are departing Amberley today (29 Janu-
ary) and will transit through Hawaii en-route to Nellis Air Force Base 
where they are scheduled to arrive on 1 February.  A C-130H aircraft is 
also deploying today directly to Nellis, carrying both cargo and person-
nel while the 36 Squadron C-17 is providing transport support. 
 
Exercise RED FLAG 07 officially begins on 5 February. Officer Com-
manding 81 Wing, Group Captain Mel Hupfeld, will command the 
RAAF’s contribution to the Exercise. “Exercise Red Flag represents a 
significant component of the training for our aircrew as it provides real-
istic coalition operations training in an assessable high threat environ-
ment by providing complex air combat scenarios,” GPCAPT Hupfeld 
said. 
 
The exercise also gives maintenance and support personnel the oppor-
tunity to practice operating from and deploying to an overseas base.” “I 
am also looking forward to having Air Combat Group assets exercise 
interoperability with Coalition counterparts, particularly to test the Aus-
tralian capabilities against a range of threats and within scenarios only 
available at Red Flag.” “Australia’s fast jets don’t have the opportunity 

to work with the United States or the British every day, so Red Flag is 
a significant training exercise, not only for the pilots, but also for the 
support personnel involved.”  
 
Editor's Notes - These photos were downloaded in their original large 
format (up to 3000+ pixels wide & 3.5 Mb files each in their original 
format) from the ADF Media Site (as listed below). See the site if you 
wish to obtain the original larger scans, and the detailed captions.
(Steve) 
 
References: Department of Defence – http://www.defence.gov.au/raaf/
exercises/redflag07/gallery.htm 
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by Steve Mackenzie 
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Here again, in no particular order, are the items to have crossed my 
desk recently on their way to becoming models from "kits of bits" !  
NOTE Some of the final weathering on these models looks a tad 
'orrible, I've been experimenting with various weathering tricks again 
and some of the models pictured below show the results of "things wot 
went wrong"... ALL have since been fixed ! 
 
  
Dragon 1/72 PzKpfw E-100 
 
Pros: Easily assembled, glue-able vinyl (DS100) tracks, brass mesh 
for rear intakes included  
 
Cons: As in their 35th kit of this vehicle, they got the "pepperpot" muz-
zle brake wrong (the holes in the etched part should be right round the 
circumference, not about 2/3rds of it). I left the muzzle brake and the 
side skirt armour off, it looked wierd to me with both (and meaner with-
out the skirts !) come to think of it, I did the same on their 35th kit of 
this vehicle which I assembled some time ago !  
 
Verdict: Get it if the German "Super Heavies" are your thing, any late 
war camo scheme will do for the vehicle, it did exist in an unfinished 
state at war's end, so whatever scheme you choose could have been 
right !  Only kit of this vehicle in injected plastic in 72nd (AFAIK) 
  
 
    
Revell 1/72 Challenger Mk I 
 
Pros: Probably the best kit in this scale in injection plastic of this vehi-
cle, link and length tracks (which I prefer in this scale) markings for 4 
different vehicles supplied in kit 
 
Cons: Usual Revell over-complication of assembly, mainly on the 
smaller and more painful parts means some tricky situations can arise 
and the carpet monster is almost guaranteed a good feed at the mod-
eller's expense as tiny parts get "tweezer-pulted" into the strangest of 
places 
 
Verdict: Despite the cons, its well worth getting and does look the 
goods when finished straight from the box, as here 
  
 
   
Dragon 1/72 Challenger Mk II - Iraq, 2003 
 
Pros: Easily assembled, fairly accurate model of Challenger II with full 
GW2 updates etc;  
 
Cons: Markings for one vehicle only included, tracks are not DS-100 
(matters not, with the top run covered by the side skirts, any staples or 
other joining devices will be totally hidden)  
 
Verdict: Worth getting, the "cons" are minor, compared to the effort 
you'd need to correct them or to convert a Mk I kit to this configuration 
 
  
  
  
Revell 1/72 Warrior MCV 
 
Pros: Easily Assembled, link and length track, 4 different sets of mark-
ings included. For once, this kit doesn't have the usual Revell over-
complications re small parts assembly ! 
 
Cons: Bit of flash on the smaller parts, some markings slightly off reg-
ister, my kit had a missing part (which is still missing and its absence 
isn't noticeable) Turret basket mesh moulded solid (as usual for this 
scale) 
 
Verdict: A bloody ripper, well worth getting !  I note Revell have now 
issued a new version of this kit, containing the "in theatre" applied ex-
tra armour etc; - watch this space ! 
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Dragon 1/72 M1A2 Abrams, Iraq 2003 
 
Pros: Looks the goods when finished, easily assembled 
 
Cons: One set of markings for one vehicle is all you get, and some of 
them are of the peel-off - stick-on variety (on the turret front) I have no 
idea how long they'll last before peeling themselves off. Track is not 
DS-100 but again you can hide the joins behind the side skirts, so no 
real dramas, turret side baskets moulded solid between the rails, 
which does look a little odd to me, given that there should be just rails 
with nothing in between on the vertical sections ! 
 
Verdict: Worth getting, ok its not the best M1 out there, but it is among 
the better ones and it does look pretty right when finished 
  
Revell M2A2 Bradley IFV 
 
Pros: Very nice little kit indeed, link and length track and four sets of 
markings for four different vehicles included. 
 
Cons: Usual Revell over-complication of smaller assemblies, some fun 
to be had fitting the rear plate assembly if the surrounding assemblies 
are not lined up properly when assembled (yes, I did - and my partner 
heard a few new words when that discovery was made). Turret basket 
mesh moulded solid. 
 
Verdict: Despite the over-complications of assembly, its a very nice kit 
and well worth getting for those into the modern armour scene 
  
Dragon 1/72 Nashorn (Early Production Type) 
Pros: DS-100 tracks, fairly large decal sheet, two types of sprocket 
and return roller included, very clever slide moulding of roadwheels in 
pairs makes for a very easy paint job on the tyres before centre is fit-
ted. Small etched brass detailing set included in the box 
 
Cons: Tracks too short (I managed to carefully stretch them to length, 
but they're dreadfully tight and will probably pull the rear idlers out of 
line in time). Instructions are Dragon's new type and way too clever by 
half, making itall to easy to misfit or completely omit a part as con-
struction proceeds (I nearly did on more than one occasion !). Etched 
items are commendably thin, but because of their thinness, require 
very careful handling or they'll be very mangled before you know 
what's happening ! 
 
Verdict: Despite the cons, its still very much worth getting and is the 
only injection moulded kit of this vehicle in this scale 
 
 
Eduard M4A3 Sherman VVSS 105mm 
 
Pros: Until recently, the only kit of the VVSS 105 mm equipped 
Sherman in this scale, huge markings sheet, brass etch included, link 
and length tracks. 
 
Cons: Each bogie is an 8 part kit unto itself and the gap between the 
top skid and the bogie top is moulded solid. Kit is moulded in a fairly 
soft styrene, which is very easily dinged if the knife slips (it will - I 
promise you !) and rather hard to sand properly. 
 
Verdict: Go carefully and a very nice model will result, although it'll 
take a bit more time than you'd expect on a simple vehicle like a 
Sherman  Worth getting ? Yes, if you can't find the new Dragon kit of 
this same vehicle 
 
  
Hasegawa 1/72 Humber Mk II Armoured Car 
 
Pros: Its still cheap, relatively easily found, (still in the catalogue) and  
assembles quickly, easily and well. 
 
Cons: It lacks almost everything detailwise you'd expect from today's 
kits, but then it did originate in the 1970's and is still going strong, I 
don't propose to dump on it for that !  It was the bees knees back then 
as I recall. 
 
Verdict: Strangely enough, its still the only injection moulded kit of this 
vehicle in 72nd scale (Matchbox's was 76th and may yet come back 
from Revell.Germany, if it hasn't already) and its still a nice kit which 
looks pretty good when assembled. Definitely worth getting ! 
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Ace 1/72 Ardelt Waffentrager mit 88mm Pak 43 
Pros: Link and length track, assembles fairly easily once you've re-
moved the flash . 
 
Cons: Short run kit, plenty of (thin) flash to be removed and a few sink 
marks in nasty places to be similarly disposed of, instructions could be 
a lot clearer. 
 
Verdict: Worth getting, it did exist at war's end and its the only kit of his  
vehicle combination available in injection moulded styrene in this scale 
 
  
Italeri (ex Esci) 1/72 Valentine Mk III 
Pros: Nicely detailed, link and length tracks which assemble very eas-
ily. Still a good kit at an affordable price. 
 
Cons: Moulds getting a tad old, leading to hard to remove flash in hard 
to get at places (or where it isn't seen til the paint's on !). 
 
Verdict: Get it !  
 
  
Aer Resin 1/72 Zis 5 truck with 76mm Gun 
Pros: Hard to find (and that's probably the best thing about it...) 
 
Cons: Short run, only trayback, armour behind cab and gun are resin, 
rest is badly moulded styrene which in most cases needed a lot of 
work just to get it somewhere close to what it looked like in the instruc-
tions. Resin items flashed out (No, I'm not referring to the deliberate 
sheet of thin resin the smaller parts are moulded into for their own pro-
tection while in the box !). That said, it is one of their earlier attempts 
and I have a couple of their later vintage kits here which will be assem-
bled in due course. In addition I may have got a dud kit... Review is 
thus based on what I personally encountered when I opened the box… 
 
Verdict: You'd have to be a high grade masochist....(judging by the kit I 
got)  
 
  
Heller 1/72 Somua S-35 
 
Pros: AFAIK, its the only kit of this vehicle in this scale, it assembles 
easily and well into a fairly convincing replica - something about the 
turret worries me, but at this stage I have yet to put the finger precisely 
on it. I'm old enough to be able to live with it and not let it worry me to 
death. 
 
Cons:  Rubber band tracks (which do go on neatly without needing to 
be stretched when all's said and done), but which are unconvincing 
detail-wise, and there's a couple of "interesting" stages among the run-
ning gear assembly to keep you on your toes. 
 
Verdict: Heller has done (or is just about to do) a re-release of the kit - 
as long as the price stays reasonable, its worth getting. 
 
  
Italeri (ex Esci) 1/72 PzKpfw IV H 
 
Pros: Good and cheap, looks the goods and is easily assembled, link 
and length tracks supplied. 
 
Cons: The two inner, hull mounted, Schurzen supports are shown fit-
ted upside down on the instructions. The rest is a real conundrum, it 
could be an H, but going by cupola, drive sprockets and rear idlers, its 
more likely an updated early G. Cupola is correct for a G but has the 
late (H and J style) single piece hatch, plus other turret top add-ons 
more suited to an H.... About the best you could call it is a G that's 
been in the factory for repair when various mods have come through 
for the H series and as it was there at the time, it also copped them. 
That did happen more than most anals tend to admit  Why Italeri didn't 
just release Esci's PzKpfw IV H, (which was a good one) in this scale 
is beyond me !  Its definitely the Esci G kit - the sprue layout is exactly 
the same as published on the web in various places - the H had a very 
different sprue layout, in addition, the Esci H kit had the distinctive twin 
filters for the RH side, which this kit doesn't have !  Italeri does have 
the H kit moulds, so why on earth have they gone this way ? 
 
Verdict: I wouldn't say don't get it, because its still a good modified 
Ausf G with Schurzen - cheap too ! 
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JB Models 1/72 Saladin Armoured Car 
Pros: Cheap kit, assembles easily and well into a very convincing rep-
lica. Turret hatches separately moulded so can be posed open 
Cons: Turret top MG barrel too short as moulded and the aerials are 
way too thick and short as moulded. Some flash present on most 
parts, owing to its short run origins, but nothing too major. 
 
Verdict: Very nice little kit and AFAIK, the only injection styrene kit of 
this vehicle in this scale. Well worth getting if post war AFV's interest 
you.  
  
UM 1/72 Marder 38(T)  
Pros:  Nice cheap kit which looks the goods when assembled, very 
nice link and length track supplied, some rather nice brass etch sup-
plied, which is thicker than most manufacturers supply in this scale, 
but far easier to work with. 
 
Cons: The two usual faults of all of UM's 38 (T) based vehicles to 
date:-  
(A) Instructions would have you put the track on facing the wrong di-
rection, simply reverse the way the track parts face, but use the parts 
in the places specified  
(B) The sprockets and rear idler need a 20 thou spacer between their 
halves to fit the track properly - I simply used a Historex punch for the 
job. Some of the smaller interior parts can be a tad fiddly to assemble 
and tricky to fit if instruction sequence not followed to the letter. 
 
Verdict: Only kit in injection styrene of this vehicle available - well 
worth getting !  
  
UM 1/72 Marder 38(T) Ausf M 
Pros: Nice cheap kit which looks the goods when assembled, very 
nice link and length track supplied, some rather nice brass etch sup-
plied, which is thicker than most manufacturers supply in this scale, 
but far easier to work with - Assembles easier than the Marder 38(T) 
kit (above). 
 
Cons: The two usual faults of all of UM's 38 (T) based vehicles to 
date:- 
(A) Instructions would have you put the track on facing the wrong di-
rection, simply reverse the way the track parts face, but use the parts 
in the places specified  
(B) The sprockets and rear idler need a 20 thou spacer between their 
halves to fit the track properly - I simply used a Historex punch for the 
job.  
 
Verdict: Only injection plastic kit of this vehicle in this scale and well 
worth getting !  
  
Extratech 1/72 M-10 Achilles 
Pros: Only kit in 72nd of the British M-10 derivative, armed with the for-
midable 17 pounder. Looks the goods when finished, resin and etched 
brass detailing parts supplied, as is a turned aluminium barrel (more 
on THAT later) No need to go overboard buying accessory sets, its all 
in the box (well, kinda-sorta),  along with a very comprehensive set of 
instructions and a good decal sheet with  8 options for WW2 and post 
war vehicles. Link and length track is supplied in the box. 
 
Cons: Cost is fairly atrocious... Kit is moulded in a soft styrene which 
will ding easily when the knife slips (oh yes it will !) and which is pretty 
hard to sand or fill properly. Secondary rounds supplied in tubes for 
stowage inside the hull, but Achilles didn't use the tubes (rounds were 
bigger than standard US M10 rounds), so you'll have to leave the hull 
ammo racks empty, or find some appropriate rounds with which to fill 
them. Aluminium gun barrel is more suited for the standard US M-10 
variants, being too wide in diameter for a 17 pounder at the turret end 
and not long enough when the resin counterweight and muzzle brake 
are superglued onto it (I've left mine as it came - I can live with it). 
There is a styrene 17 pounder barrel in the kit, complete with counter-
weight, but its way too narrow and looks decidedly peculiar, so it was 
left there ! As with the Eduard Sherman reviewed above (Extratech is 
Eduard plastic with resin/brass accessories), each bogie is an 8 part 
kit unto itself and the gap between the top skid and the bogie top is 
moulded solid. 
 
Verdict: It is the only injection styrene kit of this vehicle in this scale 
out there, but I fear the price could well put most people off, which is a 
pity, because providing one takes one's time, a rather nice replica will 
result. 
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UM 1/72 Bison Ausf H 
 
Pros:  A very nice kit of an interesting little vehicle, easily assembled, 
brass etch included as are link and length tracks, its cheap too ! Cons: 
The two usual faults of all of UM's 38 (T) based vehicles to date:-  
 
(A) Instructions would have you put the track on facing the wrong di-
rection, simply reverse the way the track parts face, but use the parts 
in the places specified  
 
(B) The sprockets and rear idler need a 20 thou spacer between their 
halves to fit the track properly - I simply used a Historex punch for the 
job. Instructions could be a bit clearer as to positioning of most of the 
smaller internal gubbins 
 
Verdict:  Well worth getting and again its the only injection moulded 
styrene kit of this vehicle in this scale (and more accurate than the 
Dragon/Kirin kits in 35th !) 
 
  
  
UM 1/72 Bison Ausf M 
 
Pros:  As above for UM 1/72 Bison Ausf H, this time the instructions 
are fairly clear re the positioning of the smaller of the internal gubbins. 
Cons:  (At the risk of being repetitive, but for the last time this issue !) 
The two usual faults of all of UM's 38 (T) based vehicles to date:- 
 
 (A) Instructions would have you put the track on facing the wrong di-
rection, simply reverse the way the track parts face, but use the parts 
in the places specified  
 
(B) The sprockets and rear idler need a 20 thou spacer between their 
halves to fit the track properly - I simply used a Historex punch for the 
job.  I haven't worn the punch out yet, but I haven't yet assembled the 
"straight" 38(T) "gun tank" variants by UM either (there's at least 6 of 
those !) They've supposedly fixed the problem on their Hetzer variants, 
that remains to be seen ! 
 
Verdict: Well worth getting and again its the only injection moulded 
plastic kit of this vehicle in this scale  
  
Matthew Ward 
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Aussie Decals 
 
Catalogue Number and Details: 72051 (1/72) – P-51 Mustangs Post 
W.II RAAF also available as 48051 (1/48th) and 32051 (1/32 scale).  
 
Scales: various - 1/72, 1/48, 1/32 
 
Contents and Media: 1 printed decal sheet (Alps), an A5 sized instruc-
tion booklet (4 pages) with full colour profiles of each aircraft, and de-
cal instructions. 
 
Price: Various – between $13.50-$20.00 AUD 
 
Review Type: First Look 
 
Advantages: After-market decals for some very much requested sub-
jects. 
 
Disadvantages: Short run decals, limited edition only (in ALPS form). 
 
Recommendation: Highly Recommended 
 
Aussie Decals – P-51 Mustangs Post W.II RAAF 
 
Last year I assisted Damian Casey from Aussie Decals, in the devel-
opment of some new RAAF P-51 Mustang sheets. This is the first of 
them to come to the market. While Damian has not been able to fit 
them into the production schedule yet for full scale production as 
Screen Printed decals, he has done a small production batch on the 

ALPS printer, which have gone to a small number of retailers. 
 
This sheet is for postwar Mustangs as used in the Pacific and Japan. 
The four colour schemes involved can be seen on the front page from 
the instruction sheet illustrated below. One thing to be noted is that 
AM-G IS correct with the Black (outlined Red) as shown. The RAAF 
Museum restored airframe in these markings which is well known on 
the Warbird circuit has it reversed (i.e Red with Black outline). They 
are well aware that their version is incorrect (as it has been pointed out 
to them by several historians), but decline to change it because they 
believe it has more 'visual impact'. So much for historical accuracy.......  
 
The decals are printed by the 'ALPS' process but are not distinguish-
able from normal decals. They are very finely printed, with good colour 
density. The only difference to normal screen printed product is that 
the sheet has an overall clear film decal layer, so the individual items 
need to be closely trimmed from the sheet and care taken with them 
as they are quite thin.  
 
As to availability - Novascale Decals (who are one of Aussie Decals 
resellers) have been selling them on Ebay (Ebay I.D 'melinda4844'). If 
they are out of stock, I suggest you contact Damian Casey of Aussie 
Decals and make enquiries: 
 
Damian Casey - aussiedecals@bigpond.com 
 
Website: http://www.aussiedecals.com.au/  
 
Thanks to Damian Casey for the review samples. 
 
Reviewed by Steve Mackenzie 
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Red Roo Models Decals 
 
RRD7248 - RAN Fairey Gannet AS Mk.1 and T Mk.2, HMAS Mel-
bourne and RANAS Nowra 1960s. $20.00  
 
Scales:1/72nd 
 
Contents and Media: Instruction sheets - six A4, full colour pages with 
Decal Application instructions plus decal sheet. 
 
Review Type: First Look 
 
Advantages: High quality and attention to detail. Good printing detail 
and colour. Detailed Application instructions. 
 
Recommendation: Highly recommended for those who require mark-
ings for the new Trumpeter 1/72 model. Get in quick as they are appar-
ently selling fast.… 
 
This sheet is briefly mentioned by Ryan in his coverage of Gannet 
Modelling Accessories. As described there the choices on the sheet 
are: 
 
  Fairey Gannet ASMk 1 XD898, 847, 816 SQN RAN, HMAS Mel-
bourne, 1960's. Aircraft   is in the standard Extra Dark Sea Grey / Sky 
Type S scheme. 
 

  Fairey Gannet AS Mk 1 XG796, 858, 816 SQN RAN, HMAS Mel-
bourne, 1960's. Also in   the standard EDSG/Sky scheme. 
 
  Fairey Gannet T Mk 2, XA517, 724 SQN RAN, RANAS Nowra, 
1960's. This aircraft   is in all over Aluminium Lacquer scheme with yel-
low rear fuselage and wing bands. 
 
As usual with Red Roo products they are very well printed, being very 
thin and comprehensive. The extensive instructions which give 4 views 
of all the machines, supplement the decals perfectly. As usual most 
recommended.  
 
All sets are available from Red Roo Models: 
 
Gary Byk - redroo@bigpond.net.au 
 
Website: www.redroomodels.com  
 
Address: Red Roo Models  
P.O Box 113  
Glen Waverley, VIC 3150  
 
Many thanks to Gary Byk from Red Roo Models for the review copy. 
 
Review by Steve Mackenzie  
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No.457 (R.A.A.F) Squadron 1941-1945  
 
By Jim Grant and Phillipe Listermann (Authors) & Philedition 
(Publisher)  
 
Few people would be aware of an expanding series of publications un-
der the Philedition imprint of RAF Squadron histories. These books are 
privately printed by Phillipe Listermann in France. This is the 3rd in the 
series, the previous two having been on 310 and 485 Sqns (with the 
next two planned on 137 and 501 Sqns).  
 
Phillipe has privately published these histories in combination with sev-
eral different authors. The 457 Squadron history is co-authored by Jim 
Grant (from the AHMWA). I had a small part in it as I supplied a num-
ber of photos that were used for the book, others were used as a basis 
of some of the Colour Scheme profiles (done by Malcolm Laird from 
Ventura Publications). The info below comes from Phillipe's website 
(see later):  
 
"Like all the booklets of this series, 
it is divided into three parts, his-
tory, appendices (comprising all 
the claims, losses including acci-
dental, awards, maps and the op-
erational diary) and pilots’ roster. 
This publication is a complete his-
tory of the squadron and it is illus-
trated by more than 80 photos and 
colour profiles, in 92 pages. 
  
No.457 (RAAF) Squadron was one 
of the two Australian fighter units 
to be formed in England. It was 
little known while based in the UK 
as it was overshadowed by No.452 
squadron, its sister unit. However 
it had its revenge over Darwin 
when it became part of the legen-
dary "Churchill Wing", led by the 
famous Australian ace Clive " Kil-
ler " Caldwell, and ran up a satis-
factory score.  
 
The story of this unit is narrated in 
92 pages with appendices com-
prising the claim list, operational 
and accidental losses. The pilots’ 
roster gives the war service of all 
the 194 pilots (175 Australians, 9 
British, 5 Canadians, 4 New Zea-
landers and 1 Newfoundlander) 
who had been posted or attached 
to the unit between 1941 and 
1945. Eight colour profiles and 
more than 80 photographs illus-

trate the booklet, the first ever published on this Australian unit".  
 
 
This book is available direct from Phillipe Listermann for 19 Euros 
(plus postage). Further information is available from his website as be-
low. Download the Order Form for information on payment options, 
postage costs etc: 
 
Phillipe Listermann -philedition@wanadoo.fr 
 
Website: www.raf-in-combat.com/index.html  
 
Many thanks to Phillipe Listermann for the review copy 
 
 
Review by Steve Mackenzie  
 

 


